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Abstract 
While intense reactor based sources of ultra-cold neutrons have been in operation for approximately three decades, it is only in 
the last few years that practical sources of UCN have been realized at spallation sources. Existing and proposed spallation based 
UCN sources employ two distinct strategies. In the first, the UCN converter (superfluid 4He, or solid D2) is placed in the 
immediate vicinity of the spallation target. In the second, a converter (usually superfluid He) is placed at the output end of a 
cold neutron guide fed by the spallation target cold source. Both of these approaches are considered in relation to the European 
Long Pulse Spallation Source. 
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1. Introduction 
About thirty institutes worldwide provide neutron beams for research. Of these, some fifteen or so provide a 
fairly full range of facilities including cold neutron sources and cold neutron beams. The earliest cold sources relied 
on liquid deuterium and hydrogen to cool the neutrons [1,2] and these elements still provide the first stage of 
cooling in the majority of cases. In the mean time, interest has grown in producing ultra-cold neutrons (UCN) that 
can be stored in vacuum vessels. In the case of the ILL level D UCN source, which was installed in 1986, cooling 
with liquid deuterium alone was sufficient to produce UCN, although some further energy was extracted from the 
neutrons using the mechanical action of the Steyerl turbine [2]. More recently other combinations of moderators for 
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UCN production have been used successfully. Cold polythene and solid D2 have been used at LANL [3] while solid 
D2 is in use at PSI [4] and cold D2O and superfluid He at 0.7 K are in use at RCNP Osaka [5]. However, these last 
three installations are all based on spallation target stations dedicated exclusively to producing UCN. Accordingly, 
they so are not relevant (except as competitors) to the ESS where, for the first phase at least, only a single all-
purpose spallation target station is envisaged. 
Since the Level D UCN source at the ILL was brought into operation, some scores of experiments using UCN 
have been completed.  The density of UCN near the turbine blades is approximately 60 UCN per cm3 (60000 /litre) 
with energies up to the type 316 stainless steel cut-off (equivalent to a neutron falling from rest through a height of 
1.85 m). In a typical level D apparatus the density is about 40 UCN /cm3 up to the 316 stainless steel containment 
limit. As it happens, the UCN densities achieved in the three sources based on dedicated spallation targets are at 
present all similar to the density at the ILL level D, although they may be improved further in the future. The 
source at LANL was the first of these new sources to establish a physics program with a successful and now nearly 
completed measurement of the neutron beta decay A coefficient. Currently the team at PSI is starting to take data 
for a new nEDM measurement with a two-fold improvement in statistical precision compared with the earlier best 
running at the ILL.  Overall, there has been a long period of UCN experimentation starting in 1986 when the UCN 
densities available in the experiments first reached about 40 /cm3. Those working in the UCN field are now looking 
for new sources that will deliver a significant increase in UCN densities to reach > 400 UCN/cm3. It is also worth 
noting here that by using neutrons in the thermal column of the WWR-M reactor at Gatchina the local group there 
aims to employ a superfluid 4He moderator at 1.2 K to create a UCN density of the order of 104/cm3 [6]. 
2. Design possibilities for a UCN source at ESS 
At this point we are left with two possibilities for UCN source designs at ESS. We consider first an in-pile 
source design that has been outlined for the FRM-II Reactor in Munich, but not yet put into operation. This uses a 
through beam tube which passes just below the main collection of reactor beam tubes. The UCN source is a 3 cm 
thick disc of solid D2 at 5 K backed by H2 at the same temperature. The latter would provides some pre-cooling of 
the neutrons impinging on the D2 where UCN are created near the centre of the through beam tube. UCN would 
then be guided out of the through tube and on to a location some 10s of metres away. This system for FRM-II has 
yet to be tested. Of more importance, this sort of through tube seems not to be compatible with the design of the 
ESS target station. 
Currently this leaves one promising design option for production of UCN at ESS. The first stage of neutron 
cooling would be achieved by using one of the cold beams coming from the general purpose ESS cold source, 
which would be transported by a high m supermirror guide to an area provided for UCN experiments. Here the 
cold beam would pass through a chopper to select just 8.9 ± 0.1 Å cold neutrons. This is followed by a second 
stage of cooling as the cold neutrons enter a further length of guide, which is full of superfluid 4He in which a 
proportion of them would be converted to UCN [7−17]. See Fig 1. The high degree of narrowing of the spectrum 
of the incident cold neutrons is important to maintain low background at the experiments. Cold neutrons outside of 
this narrow range also make UCN, but with much lower efficiency via multi-phonon processes [14,15]. For the 
multi-phonon production process to compete with the one phonon production process at 8.9 Å requires so many 
cold neutrons in the range 2 Å to 8 Å (which scatter strongly in the superfluid) that the local neutron capture 
gamma ray background becomes unacceptably high. 
3. The cold neutron guide 
We continue now to outline the requirements for this cold neutron feed guide that would convey the 8.9 Å 
neutrons from the ESS cold source to the site of the UCN experiments where there is the superfluid 4He filled UCN 
production and accumulation vessel. Provided that the cross section of the superfluid vessel overlaps the whole 
cross section of the cold neutron guide, and that will generally be the case, the total number of UCN produced is 
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proportional to the total current of 8.9 Å neutrons arriving at the downstream end of the cold neutron guide. This 
indicates that the cross-section area of the cold neutron guide should be as large as possible. Additionally, it is 
convenient if the cross-section is nearly square. We will assume a section 14 cm by 14 cm in what follows. A 
further increase in the cold neutron current can be obtained by lining the guide with m = 3 supermirrors. Compared 
with natural nickel (m = 1) this gives a potential gain factor of 32 = 9. However, the supermirror surfaces are not 
perfect reflectors and, as a result, the overall gain factor will be less than 9. The calculated overall gains relative to 
the use of m = 1 are shown in the last column of Table 1. 
3.1. Estimation of the supermirror reflection losses 
The data shown on the Internet by SwissNeutronics indicate the following: 
For cold neutron angles of incidence to the supermirror guide surface in the range 0 to m = 1, i.e., 0.0 to 0.0154 
radian at 8.9 Å, the losses due to failed reflection are negligible. For neutron trajectory angles to the guide surface 
in the range m = 1 to m = 3, i.e., 0.0154 radian to 0.0462 radian at 8.9 Å, the probability of failed reflection for 
each encounter with the surface increases linearly with angle of incidence, rising from 0.00 to a maximum of 0.04. 
Cold neutron transmission calculations have been carried out based on a square angular grid of 900 segments 
representing one of the four symmetric quadrants for a square guide, i.e., 3600 segments for the whole guide cross 
section. The results are shown in Table 1. 
In spite of these surface reflection losses there remain substantial gain factors from using m = 3 supermirror 
surfaces. See Table 1. 
Table 1. An Estimated cold neutron guide transmission factors after surface reflection losses for m = 3 guides and, in the 
final column, the gain factors relative to using m = 1 guides. 
Cross-section Length of guide Transmission 
probability 
9 × Transmission 
probability 
100 mm × 100 mm 15 m 0.831 7.5 
100 mm × 100 mm 30 m 0.703 6.3 
100 mm × 100 mm 60 m 0.526 4.7 
140 mm × 140 mm 15 m 0.877 7.9 
140 mm × 140 mm 30 m 0.779 7.0 
140 mm × 140 mm 60 m 0.635 5.7 
4. The accumulation vessel full of superfluid 4He 
The role of accumulation vessel full of superfluid 4He is to trap and accumulate the UCN created by the down-
scattering of the 8.9 Å neutrons within it. See Fig. 1. The first requirement is that it should function as an efficient 
continuation of the cold neutron guide for a length of 2 or 3 m. Optimally, it will have the same, or very slightly 
larger, cross section as the preceding cold neutron guide and be aligned with it and centered on it as shown in 
Fig. 1. The mean free path of the 8.9 Å neutrons in the superfluid is about 15 m so the UCN production will take 
place throughout the length, the downstream rate being about 15% less compared with that at the upstream end. 
A supermirror surface will not reflect UCN efficiently so, on the inside of the accumulation vessel, the 
supermirror surfaces will have to be given a 500 nm thick beryllium coating on top of the multilayer. This coating 
will be hardly seen by the 8.9 Å neutrons, but will be vital to the containment of the UCN. A system of one 
beryllium and four aluminium windows will be needed to isolate the accumulation vessel from the vacuum space 
of the 8.9 Å neutron feed guide as shown in Fig 1. The UCN density will build up in the accumulation vessel over 
a period comparable with the UCN survival time in the vessel, which is expected to be of the order of 200 s. 
Another advantage of the increased cross-section of the accumulation vessel, matching closely that of the cold 
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neutron feed guide, (compared with installations elsewhere) is that this is likely to increase the UCN survival time 
within it by a factor of about 1.5. 
4.1. UCN production in the accumulation vessel 
The incoming cold neutrons down scatter to become UCN in the superfluid at a rate that has been both 
estimated using 4He scattering theory [12,13] and measured directly [15]. Here we use the mean of the results from 
the two approaches. This gives in units of cm−3 s−1,  
  3.50 	 0.35






   (1)
where Φ ⁄ pk is the differential cold neutron flux at the  8.9 Å in units of cm−2 s−1 Å−1. The brightness of the 
ILL reactor cold beams is such that no more than about 50 m from the cold source within the angular width ± (m = 
1) the above differential neutron flux is approximately 8×107 neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1. We are assuming ESS will 
have a similar brightness. This gives a production rate 2.8 UCN cm−3 s−1 in the superfluid placed at the end of the 
guide. 
If we now replace the m = 1 guide coatings by m = 3 coatings we multiply the potential flux by nine and then 
we must include a guide transmission factor of, for example, 0.78 and we come to an estimated production rate of 
20 UCN cm−3 s−1. If production continues for 200 s the input amounts to a UCN density of 4000 cm−3 minus 
whatever UCN losses there have been in that 200 s in the accumulation vessel. 
Fig. 1. Showing the cold neutron guide on the right, the superfluid 4He filled UCN production and accumulation vessel on the left. 
4.2. UCN losses in the accumulation vessel 
There are several loss mechanisms and for diagnostic purposes it is convenient to divide them into two classes.  
There are those that are strongly dependent on the UCN energy and those that are independent of the UCN energy, 
or only weakly dependent on the UCN energy. 
The beryllium coating suppresses n-gamma reactions with the UCN since Be has a very low n-gamma reaction 
cross-section. At the same time the beryllium provides a surface with a high Fermi potential to trap higher energy 
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UCN up to the height equivalent of 232 cm after allowing for the potential of 18 cm that exists within the volume 
of the superfluid 4He. 
4.2.1. n-gamma reactions 
Nevertheless, the n-gamma process seems to be important even though much suppressed [18]. The Be surface 
has an oxide layer with a thickness close to 4.0 nm and it would seem that some hydrogen tends to combine with 
the oxide to make hydroxide within this layer. It is not unusual to find that about half of the layer has become 
hydrated. The associated partial lifetime for the capture of the UCN on this hydrogen is of the order about 200 s. It 
is likely that the rate of n-gamma reactions will be reduced after heating the vessel to expel the hydrogen. 
However, experience needs to be gained with this. The reaction rate is strongly UCN energy dependent. This is 
because the proportion of the UCN wave function, which penetrates the surface material, when the UCN is 
reflected, depends strongly on the UCN energy. 
4.2.2. Scattering by nano-particles 
Another less frequent process that depends on UCN speed and wave function penetration is UCN scattering off 
loose nano-particles lying on or just below the surface of the vessel walls [19]. The nano-particles exhibit 
Brownian motion and can impose Doppler type velocity changes when they scatter a UCN for which they have 
resonantly large scattering cross sections. This loss process also depends strongly on the UCN energy.
4.2.3. Beta-decay of the UCN 
The most clearly energy independent loss process is beta decay of the UCN with a partial lifetime of 881 s. 
4.2.4. UCN reactions with 3He impurities 
Also very weakly energy dependent is the capture of UCN by any 3He atoms present as impurity within the 4He. 
For natural unprocessed 4He the rates depend quite strongly on the source of helium used but partial lifetimes of 
order 10 s may be found, corresponding to a few ppm of 3He. This is prevented from being a serious problem by 
using the extraordinary efficiency of the superleak purification principle first introduced by McClintock [20] and 
then much improved by Yoshiki et al [21]. The 3He content can be reduced to levels of no more than 10−13 thus 
transforming the partial lifetime for the UCN capture by 3He from 10 s to 106 s and making this UCN partial loss 
rate quite negligible. 
4.2.5. UCN escaping through cracks in the storage vessel 
For reasons of manufacture, assembly, disassembly and cleaning it is convenient to use a method of 
construction of the storage vessel in which sections are clamped together with minimal cracks at the joints rather 
than being welded together. In principle the UCN can escape by passing through the fine channels created in this 
way. There will also be cracks at the UCN door, which exists to control access of UCN to the experiments being 
undertaken. In principle this escape process is not energy independent but there are two essential stages to the 
escape where one favours faster UCN while the other favours slower UCN. In practice the two tend to combine so 
that the overall probability of escape is nearly independent of UCN energy. The first stage is that the UCN must 
strike and enter the crack and the probability for this rises with velocity or the root of the kinetic energy. The 
second stage concerns the probabilities of transmission and of reflection for the channel beyond the crack. Electro-
polished surfaces look smoother to the lower energy UCN so they are more likely to be transmitted and lost than 
higher energy UCN. It has been shown that adding roughness to the crack sides can significantly reduce the rate of 
transmission of UCN through the crack [22]. Experience in this area is rather limited, but with care, it may be 
possible to achieve partial lifetimes of several thousands of seconds. 
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4.2.6. Phonon up-scattering of UCN in liquid He at 0.6K 
The liquid helium is still not entirely devoid of phonons even at a temperature as low as 0.6 K and these 
phonons can collide with a UCN imparting energy to it and lifting it out of the UCN range. The partial lifetime for 
this one phonon interaction at this temperature is calculated to be 3820 s [23]. 
4.3. UCN spin polarization 
This can be achieved by surrounding the accumulation vessel with a set of coils alternately carrying opposite 
electric currents so as to raise or lower the walls of the trap according to the spin state of the neutron [24]. 
5. Loading experiments with UCN 
The last stage of preparation for a measurement is to open the door between the nearly full UCN accumulation 
volume Vacc and the empty volume Vexp of the measurement apparatus. UCN now diffuse between the two volumes 
as the joint system evolves towards a state where the UCN are nearly uniformly distributed throughout. After a 
relatively short interval determined by overall efficiency considerations the door is closed again.  At this point a 
fraction   1 of the original number of UCN in the accumulation volume is now trapped in the measuring 
apparatus ready for the next measurement of the experiment. At the point where the door is shut some of the UCN 
remain in the accumulation volume. Due to this “volume sharing” the density of UCN at the start of the 
measurement is less than the highest achieved in the accumulation volume. Neglecting the slight cutting short of 
the diffusion process the results are  
exp  acc  , where  
exp
acc
.   (2)
Here, ρ is used for UCN per unit volume and Vacc  and Vexp  are the volumes occupied by UCN in the 
accumulation vessel and in the experiment respectively. In the case where the two volumes, Vacc  and Vexp are 
nearly equal, the density ratio  ρexp ρacc⁄  0.5.  If Vacc  Vexp then ρexp ρacc⁄  0.67.  If  Vacc Vexp⁄  1, then ρexp
increases in proportion to Vacc . Always ρexp  increases when we increase Vacc  provided the increase of  Vacc  is 
derived from a matching increase in the cross sections of the cold neutron beam and of the accumulation vessel. 
6. Extracting UCN from the accumulation vessel 
We need to consider ways of working with the UCN that have built up in the accumulation vessel. It is more 
difficult to get UCN at 0.6 K out to room temperature than it is to take incoming cold neutrons from RT to 0.6 K. 
The CryoEDM project [16] avoids the latter difficulty by aiming to conduct the whole EDM experiment at 0.6 K. 
However, this too is very challenging. The difficulty with taking the UCN out to room temperature conventionally 
is caused by the big UCN losses that occur in passing the heat shield radiation windows. In the SUN series of UCN 
production experiments [25] at the ILL an important feature has been to replace the metal windows that block heat 
radiation by apertures. To keep the heat radiation under control these apertures have to be smaller in area than the 
metal windows would have been. This somewhat slows down the extraction. 
7. Concluding remarks on the attractive possibilities at the ESS 
7.1. Larger guide cross-section 
If ESS could provide cold neutron beams of 10 cm×10 cm or even 14 cm×14 cm, this would lead to an 
increased volume Vacc of the UCN superfluid filled 4He accumulation vessel and could lead to as much as a factor 
of 3 increase in the UCN density in the experiments. Furthermore, it would allow an increase in the cross-section 
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of the UCN accumulation vessel, which will increase the UCN survival time within it by about a factor of 1.5 so 
that higher UCN densities are reached on this account also. The increased cold guide cross section would also 
reduce the collisions per unit length in the guide and thereby improve the m = 3 guide transmissions by a further 
10 %. 
7.2. Improved guide coatings 
The use of m = 3 supermirror in place of m = 2 or m = 1.4 could further improve the guide transmissions raising 
the output UCN densities by further factors of 2 or 4 respectively. 
7.3. Increased space for experiments 
Not least in importance at the ESS, are the absence of a reactor containment vessel and the policy of only one 
neutron instrument on each beam line. These features together with the generous size of the hall housing the 
experiments may make it much easier to find suitable space for a very competitive UCN source and its attached 
experiments. 
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